T. Pavani Priyanka working as Software Engg. In Capgemini(Chennai) addressed the students of III years on 8 th
August’17.

I am really proud of my college because of which I got an opportunity where I rub shoulders with veterans in Industry. Fantastic education
in a caring and thoughtful community we get from this great Institution

An Awareness program was conducted to the students of II year by T.Ravali working as Software Trainee in
TCS(Chennai) on 11th August’17

It feels good to be on the other side of the table and looking forward for a better career ahead and for my career. whose continuous support
and guidance led me through my way and today I confidently stand up and throw challenges in this corporate world. I got placed from the
campus into Capgemini ,Chennai and now just after three months the accomplishments are better to be called good. Brick by brick as they
say has laid the foundation of my life and nurtured the blossom to flourish the vision of growth and sustainability.
Thanks a lot PVPSIT of the things you gave that will be engraved to my life forever

M.Leela Krishna working as Software Engg. in TCS(Mumbai) addressed the students of III year regarding the recent
advancements in IT industries on 19th August’17.

Over the last few decades, advancements in computer and software technologies have reached an impressive level. These
technologies improve not only very common areas of our daily life, but also areas of education, health, production
industries, and so on. Thus, recent advancements in computer and software technologies are the base for the society of
tomorrow.

SONTI SUDHEER

working as Software Engg. in TCS(Mumbai) addressed the students of III year regarding the recent
advancements in IT industries on 8th September’17.
I entered these very gates with a fair knowledge of the world but still deep within I felt there was something
missing. My journey here has been very eventful and has personally filled in every gap I felt missing. We
not only get facilitated with a course but get accustomed to mingling with the broadest spectrum of people;
indeed peer learning has been the focal point of my education here.
I would like to thank the CSE department for ensuring a placement that met my specific requirements. They
have a ‘never leave a man behind’ attitude and were there for me through the ups and downs throughout
the FOUR Years.
Again big thanks to the CSE team.

